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Best lightsaber color in jedi fallen order



The lightsaber is undoubtedly the most iconic weapon in the history of film. The Jedi and Sith weapon touches the hearts of everyone, from children to adults. Everyone dreamed of wielding a mystical blade powered by Force crystals. The battle for the galaxy was played in the imagination of fans
everywhere. Over the years, Lucasfilm has introduced several different colors for laser-like blades. Which ones are the best? That's the question. This list will be covering all the colors featured in the canon Star Wars stories. The colors and explanations that are presented only in legends materials will not
be presented. 10 Orange As bonus content for Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order, fans could have access to the orange crystal of the lightsaber. There have been years in the Legends comics, but it was the game that brought them into the new canon. Unfortunately, Orange doesn't have an explanation. What
does that mean? What does it say about the Force user? Unknown. It is simply an aesthetic choice the player has. However, it still counts as the canon because only canon material is used in newer games. 9 Indigo &amp; Magenta In a similar way to orange, indigo and magenta have zero explanation.
When Cal finally gets Kyber's crystal in Fallen Order, the player has several options to choose from. Could Magenta be a reference to what Darth Vader's red sword looked like in the cloudy setting of Empire Strikes Back? Even that sounds like a stretch. Both indigo and magenta look great in the game,
though. They are nice looking for colors, but they certainly require more information from comics, books, or even another game. 8 Black As in the case of violet, only one person bonded to a Kyber crystal and resulted in black. The Darksaber was created by a Mandalorian Jedi a long time ago. Unlike most
colors where the center of the blade is white and the brightness is the color, Darksaber has a black center with a white glow. It is not certain why this blade came back and why others did not appear. So for generations, Darksaber has been passed on through mandalore leaders. Currently, on
Mandalorian, it is in the hands of Moff Gideon. Black is a color that always appeals: so Darksaber is definitely another fan-favorite. 7 Cyan Technically the first color fans ever seen in the series. In the original version of A New Hope, Luke's laser saby is the talented sport of a bright blue blade. However,
the lightsaber has changed color in Empire Strikes Back to a more sapphire color seen in almost every Star Wars project since then. However, this cyan colored blade has returned as an option in Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order; this was probably a reference to the original A New Hope colorful. However,
only canon colors are used in Fallen Order and it makes sense seeing Ahsoka wields a bright green sword. 6 A more mysterious color is yellow: a shade seen only on the guards of the Jedi temple and on Rey's lightsaber. Jedi sentinels are rare beings because they are (almost) morally indestructible,
which is why usually tasked with being guardians of temples. The Great Inquisitor was a case of a Sentinel that broke; wielded a yellow blade in his previous life. As for Rey, her yellow sword was a last-minute revelation in The Rise Of Skywalker, without any explanation. So no information on why he was
given a yellow sword is available. 5 Blue gold standard of the lightsaber colors: Kanan Jarrus, the legendary Obi-Wan Kenobi, Jaro Tapal, Anakin Skywalker, and so many other Jedi exercise this color. They prefer to use the Force more physically and are brave. I'm on the front line to fight in the Dark
Side. There's a reason why the lightsons have stayed around for so long. Blue was the first color lightsaber introduced for fans. Since then it has been the starting color for most stories featuring a Jedi. 4 Purple, it has been shown that a single individual wields a purple blade: Master Mace Windu. The
reason for this color is... that Samuel L. Jackson asked for purple and received his wish. In the canon, though, the reason, though less concrete, is that the Force-user is at a perfect middle path between light and darkness. This is somewhat demonstrated by Mace Windu using a sith lightsaber position.
Windu is also more dubious as a Jedi and meanspirited. Color has become a fan-favorite: when the option for a purple blade is available in a game, many take it. Many purple blades were also made at Galaxy's Edge. 3 Red Signature Color of the Sith and Dark Side. In the canon, a red kyber crystal does
not naturally form like the crystal of a Jedi. In fact, a Sith crystal is a Jedi crystal! After killing a Jedi, a Sith takes the crystal from the lightsaber and performs a dark ritual. The ritual involves taking all the pain, fear, urine and dark emotions that fuel a Sith and corrupting the crystal until it turns red. This
process is called Bleding and results in iconic red blades wielded by Darth Vader, Darth Maul and Kylo Ren. What else can be said? Red is a perfect bad shade and usually leads to some of the best lightsabers. 2 Green-handled by Master Yoda, Qui-Gon Jinn, Ahsoka Tano, Ezra Bridger, and Luke
Skywalker: Green is a sign of a stronger connection to the Force. Those who let the Will of the Force guide them usually end up bound with a green sword. Qui-Gon Jinn was the best example of this. Luke Skywalker was the first in the franchise to handle one (from a spectator's perspective) and was a
surprise in Return of the Jedi. There is also a pale green color of the blade that Ahsoka wielded during Clone Wars. 1 White/Silver The bleeding effect put on a Kyber crystal by a Sith can be removed. This purification leads to Kyber becoming the natural white/silver state. When used in a lightsaber, the
blades come out a bright white that debuted on Star Wars: Rebels. The only window of these swords comes in the form of Ahsoka Tano's lightsabers. She wields As an adult in Star Wars: Rebels and her recent show-theft appearance on the Mandalorian. When the silver swords were introduced, they
quickly became a fan-favourite and will return in the Star Wars: Ahsoka spin-off series. NEXT: Star Wars: 5 Times Cal Kestis was the Best Jedi (and 5 Times Ahsoka Tano Was) Next 10 Forgotten Blockbusters of 2000 (What Are Actually Awesome) Related Topics Wondering Where or When You'll Be
Able to Purchase All Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order Lightsaber Colors? There are eight different colors of the lightsaber in Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order. At the beginning of the game, however, your hero Cal Kestis can only use two of them: blue and green. These are, of course, iconic Skywalker shades,
favored by Luke in the original trilogy. What if you want me to rock the majestic Windu mace? Or take the aesthetics of the Jedi Temple Guard with a dazzling yellow look? That's what we're here to tell you in our handy guide on how to get all 8 lightsaber colors in Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order. This is a
very different process for unlocking double-light sword or different pieces of the lightsaber. First, to change the color of the lightsaber beyond these two initial options, then you need a kyber crystal. These are incredibly rare, the crystals they use Jedi to change the color of the lightsaber (Sith has also used
them to build ancient superarms, but we won't get into that.) And, you don't know, there's a hidden kyber crystal in the game. Unlike most Jedi who roam the galaxy looking for their crystals, you won't have to work hard to find your own – it's actually impossible to miss them, so this is one of those guides
for the eager players among you. All you have to do is play a piece of the story. After about ten hours, once you finish your goals on Bogano, Kashyyyk and Dathomir, a story mission will trigger on the planet Ilum. Use your ship's holographic navigator to fly there and start the hunt. Ilum is much smaller
than other game locations, which means you won't have to look up and down. Expect a few simple puzzles, a little platform, and some imperial probe droids that need a good adventure of strength, but there's little chance you'll get lost. Work along the linear path and you will reach a cave system under
the Jedi Illum Temple. Complete the crystal light puzzle quite simply inside and you'll come away with a sparkling kyber krystal. Squeeze him, sing to him. Just don't drop it in the back of the radiator. Now you have it, take advantage of the option to immediately change the color of the lightsaber. This isn't
the only chance to do that, however. To modify the weapon further, it is simply a matter of heading to a workbench and having a tinker. The one on your ship, Mantis, is closer. You will be able to automatically select all eight colors at any workbench you use, and once you change your color, nothing stops
you again. The kyber crystal lets you choose between five colors, so here's the full list of Jedi colors: Fallen Order lightsaber: Cyan Indigo Magenta Yellow Violet Blue Green Orange Add that to the default colors of blue and green, and that makes seven. And it stays with the eighth, orange? Unfortunately,
orange is a pre-order bonus, so if you buy the game simply, you have to shelve plans to travel to the galaxy and slap people with it like Tango Man. There is also no red color in the game, although the reason is a little more obvious: only bad people choose red. It's Darth Vader's favorite shadow, Darth
Maul and the Siths. Okay, we'll allow the omission. Still, it would have been nice to hear the sounds. According to the game's associated sound designer, Oscar Coen, each color of the lightsaber has slightly different sound effects. Listen carefully, and inactive swings and animations vary depending on
the color you choose. So that was our guide to getting all eight lightsaber colors in Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order. Now you can change your blade whenever you want, taking inspiration from the weather outside, from the changing tides or from the mood in your soul. Soul.
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